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James Dean, Biographies and. 15 Oct 2000. Sheridan Jerry's mom on Seinfeld once costarred in a real-life love story with perennial pop-cultural tragic hero James Dean. She gives us a "James Dean and Dizzy Sheridan: Their Love Story - YouTube 24 Jun 1996. Seinfeld's Mom, Liz Sheridan, Calls Her 1952 Romance with James Dean. PEOPLE Top 5 are the most-viewed stories on the site over the past three Though their affair detailed in Rebel: The Life and Legend of James Dean, a new The effervescent Sheridan nicknamed Dizzy since childhood was A long time ago, when I was a young dancer in. New York City, I fell in love with Jimmy Dean and he fell in love with me. So begins this beguiling memoir of Liz. Dizzy & Jimmy: my life with James Dean: A love story